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For decades, clinicians have had to adapt their workflow to  
the limitations of computers; with Aventura, computing devices 
can now adapt to how clinicians work. Through its patented  
situational awareness technology, Aventura knows a user’s  
identity and role, his/her location within a facility, what device  
he/she is working on and what patient he/she is treating. Based 
on this awareness, Aventura immediately delivers a local desktop 
and dynamically provisions the applications and exact screens  
a user needs to care for that particular patient. As a result, 
Aventura helps health systems achieve their important initiatives 
in the areas of computing efficiency, optimizing EHR use, PHI 
security, mobility and ultimately, value-based care. 

Customized Clinical Experience
Aventura allows hospital IT organizations to gain greater control 
over the clinical desktop. Anybody can do one-off scripts (you 
know, make this piece talk to that piece). But no one else has a 
fundamental architectural solution that ties all this stuff together 
and centrally manages it. With Aventura, you design rules and 
policies that change the desktop by clinician, by location, even  
by patient. So the right desktop and the right applications show 
up almost instantly, no matter where the clinician shows up.

From Fixed to Dynamic Roaming with Awareness
Virtualization gives your clinicians the ability to roam with a 
static persistent session. But as the clinician physically moves 
throughout the hospital, that static session requires them to 
log off a session and log back on to get a new patient record, 
email or the myriad of other applications they need throughout 
the day. Aventura leverages the virtualized environment—Citrix 
XenApp, Citrix XenDesktop, Terminal Services and VMware 
View—by dynamically applying rules that populate the roaming 
workstation with the correct patient data and applications  
based on the clinician’s location. Aventura integrates context-, 
location-, and printer-aware technology with your virtualization 
software to map the roaming desktop to the clinician workflow.

Safety, Security & Privacy 
In clinical settings, safety, security and privacy awareness are  

paramount. Aventura leverages its awareness capabilities to 
enhance each. For example, when roaming virtual sessions and 
moving from one patient to the next, an opportunity exists for 
previous patient information to be inappropriately displayed. 
Aventura utilizes location awareness and awareness of the  
patient to hide or obscure information that should not be  
currently viewed. Aventura helps protect PHI security at all 
times, even during live system use in crowded or public areas, 
through the use of smart privacy screens. These screens obscure 
patient data from passers-by or “shoulder surfers” without 
hampering the provider workflow. Finally, because Aventura can 
take command of system access, we are capable of step-down 
(or step-up) security access methods based on the clinician’s 
workflow activities and physical security of the area. Aventura’s 
dynamic logging and audit capabilities provide detailed informa-
tion on who accessed what machines, when and where.

Aventura Solutions

Roaming Aware Desktop 
Customized Clinical Computing 
Aventura Roaming Aware Desktop (RAD) combines fast  
access, single sign on (SSO), and security features to support 
clinician workflow. Aventura’s awareness computing technology 
intrinsically recognizes each clinician by role, location, device,  
and patient in the room. With a single secure card tap (or  
other dual factor authentication method), RAD simultaneously 
authenticates the clinicians and launches the correct clinical 
applications, resulting in unprecedented speed to providing care. 
RAD also delivers an extra layer of enterprise security through 
privacy screen functionality, idle disconnect and intelligent  
printer reassignment upon roam. 

Aventura
Delivering the Fastest Clinical Desktop in Healthcare

Situational Awareness
Support for Security, Interoperability, Roaming
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About Aventura
Aventura is the leading provider of awareness computing for 
the healthcare industry. For decades, clinicians have had to adapt 
their workflow to the limitations of computers; with Aventura, 
computers can now adapt to how clinicians work. Through its 
patented technology, Aventura delivers awareness of a user’s 
identity and role, their location within a facility, what device they 
are working on and what patient they are treating. Based on this 
awareness, Aventura immediately delivers a virtual desktop and 
dynamically provisions the applications and exact screens a user 
needs to care for that particular patient. As a result, Aventura 
helps customers achieve their important initiatives in the  
areas of value-based care, EHR adoption and Meaningful Use 
requirements, PHI security, and mobility.

Aventura for Speech Recognition
Solving the speech recognition dilemma with situational awareness
Aventura for Speech Recognition is a workflow optimization 
solution that leverages situational awareness to address common 
obstacles with speech recognition solutions, including  
long profile load times, unreliable microphone connection and 
file corruption during logoff. With a single secure card tap,  
Aventura for Speech Recognition simultaneously authenticates 
the physician and launches his/her desktop—including the 
speech application—eliminating the need for manual login and 
reducing login time from minutes to seconds. Aventura  
for Speech Recognition automates and accelerates the logout 
process, reducing wait frustration and lessening the urge to  
shut down prematurely. This reduces the risk of data corruption 
and ensures that all learning is saved correctly before the  
application is shut down. Microphone connection issues are  
also eliminated since Aventura for Speech Recognition’s rule  
engine controls the specific start up sequencing to ensure  
proper operation. 

Harmony at the Point-of-Care
Sympatica™ is a flexible, open platform for integrating third- 
party applications that support strategic clinical, financial and  
operational initiatives. Through real-time bidirectional interaction, 
Sympatica surfaces the presentation of the EHR data with data 
from specialty applications based on the awareness of the user, 
location, patient and device and tunes them all to the patient  
in care.


